


Welcome!
Hello and thank you for joining Newham’s biggest choir! We can’t wait to mark ten years since the London

2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games with you at the Velodrome in the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park on

July 6th 2022. This pack contains all the material and guidance you need to prepare your pupils for a day

they’ll never forget.

We have selected these pieces of music to offer a broad, fun range of music that will get your class singing

and gently stretch their abilities after a long break from singing during the pandemic.

Newham pupils are the stars of this show as singers, instrumentalists, spoken word artists, producers and

composers. In fact the majority of the show consists of student work. We are thrilled that your school is

joining us to Pass the Torch!

What’s inside
Use this teacher resource pack alongside the Presentation Slides and the Newham Music website resource

pages for a comprehensive teaching and learning experience. In this pack you will find:

- Suggested sequence for learning

- Tips and Support

- Individual lesson plans to introduce each song

- Our East London Home

- Umbombela

- Zadok the Priest

- Baton Theme

- Hits of 2012

- We Don’t Talk About Bruno

- What will happen on performance day
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Suggested sequence for learning

Introduce the songs one by one in the first few weeks of term. Repeat the songs every rehearsal.

Time commitment: We recommend a minimum of 1hr per week.

Week 1: Remind your pupils how to work as a team: We Don’t Talk About Bruno

This song may be easy to karaoke, but can you negotiate getting into groups to act it out

convincingly? This song targets cooperation for a common goal, group listening and keeping

in time with the pulse of a backing track.

Week 2: Our East London Home

Start with the 30min lesson. This introduces the first key concepts of the Velodrome show:

Connecting with the people of Newham then and now. The song is easy to learn after going

through this lesson.

Finish with We Don’t Talk About Bruno

Week 3: Umbombela and Zadok The Priest

These are a bit more challenging, but once you have built up their confidence with the first

two songs, then these songs will work for you.

Recap Our East London Home

Finish with We Don’t Talk About Bruno

Week 4: Continue with these songs

Week 5: Add the Baton Theme

Week 6: Add Hits of 2012!

Week 7, 8, 9: Continue with all songs

Week 10: Showtime!
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General Tips and Support:

Dividing your pupils into harmony parts

Main considerations:

- Have some strong singers in each group

- Keep the 2 groups the same

Our East London Home, Umbombela, Zadok the Priest and Hits of 2012 all have two-part singing with an

optional KS3 third part for Umbombela/Zadok. We recommend that you use the same grouping for all songs

so that singers of the same part can sit together in the Velodrome.

Our East London Home and Hits of 2012 can be sung by any voice and there is no difference in pitch range

between the parts. Umbombela/Zadok both have a high (soprano), medium (alto) and low (tenor) parts.

The tenor part is not recommended for KS2. Most pupils will find either soprano or alto suitable.

But what about We Don’t Talk About Bruno?!

Yes, in the end, this song is in 5 parts! We recommend arranging your class into parts to learn to sing and

act the song, but on the day they will not need to be seated in parts. We suspect this will not be a

hindrance!

Effective rehearsal tips:

1. Start with a breathing and stretching warm up to focus attention and to prepare to use the lung

capacity required for singing.

2. We learn well when we feel comfortable. This is especially true for learning physical activities like

singing. Be encouraging and treat the challenge as something fun that you will all be proud of

achieving.

3. Practice makes progress! The bulk of your rehearsals should consist of enjoyable, focused

repetition.

‘Practice Performances’

We recommend organising informal performance opportunities for your students in school and to parents.

Nothing beats having a performance for getting people to try their best, so having a ‘practice performance’

or ‘sharing session’ will mean that, come Velodrome week, they’ll be ready to smash it! It also gives their

families an opportunity to see their work as the performance is only open to the participants.

Want to build up your own confidence as a teacher that sings? Check out One Musical Thing - bitesize

music tips for teachers.

Book your Newham Music vocal support workshop! Get in touch with us to schedule your vocal workshop.

One of our experienced vocal teachers will come to school and work with you and your pupils to make sure

everyone is ready for performance day. We recommend getting a good grasp on all of the songs before

scheduling so we can make the most of our time on the day!
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We Are Newham: Our East London Home

A 30min introductory lesson on Newham’s past and present captured by students in the Newham Music

Songbook

In this lesson we will:

● Examine the history of the local area by listening to three songs and reading their accompanying

notes together.

● Start learning to sing “Our East London Home”, which is composed of these songs, plus a song

about modern day Newham.

3min Starter activity

● Can you think of three examples of jobs that East Londoners might have had during the Industrial

Revolution?

● What does ‘heritage’ mean to you?

15mins Musical history tour

Read this:

Newham was formed on April 1st 1965. Before then its localities were known separately: West Ham, East

Ham, Canning Town, Forest Gate, Plaistow etc. During Newham Heritage Month 2021, students learnt about

the docks and factories from this area’s industrial past.

Visit page: Sparks in the Dark (by Drew Primary)

Read the description.

Listen to the hip hop track by Drew Primary students from the perspective of factory workers.

Visit page: Welcome to the Royal Docks (by Britannia Village Primary)

Listen to the song, which gives a bright and breezy tour of the docks through time.

Question students to see if they can remember each historical period mentioned once they have listened.

Visit page: More to the River than Meets the Eye (by Star Primary)

Read the description.

Watch the music video for the song.

12mins Introduction to our song

Read this:

We have created a mash-up of these songs and added another school’s work: an Olympics-themed song

written by students at St. Michael’s Primary School. Listen to the song, then divide yourselves into two

groups and put the song on a second time. Have a go at singing the two voice parts.

Listen to the demo track

Read and sing the lyrics
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Umbombela

Starter activity:

Read (on the board)

“The curious beauty of African music is that it uplifts even as it tells a sad tale. You may be poor, you may

have only a ramshackle house, you may have lost your job, but that song gives you hope.”

- Nelson Mandela

Read (on the board)

In this song, a father from Umbombela wakes up with the sunrise and gently sings this song. When his child

hears this, they know that their father is going to work far away in the mines and the train is going to take

their father away from his family.

Soweto Gospel Choir recorded this song for their album ‘Freedom’ to commemorate what would have been

Nelson Mandela’s 100th birthday in 2018. This song, when performed by a choir, can be seen as symbolic of

the wider struggles of life during the Apartheid Era.

Watch Soweto Gospel Choir’s video

Divide your group if you intend to sing in harmony (we recommend picking two parts)

Watch the song learning videos and join in (each group should join in with their own part only)

Song learning videos: suggested sequence

● Note-learning visual aid video soprano and alto (accompanying presentation available)

● Members of Newham Repz Choir teach the soprano and alto parts

As a revision aid in a later weeks:

● Newham Senior Voices learn the song with London African Gospel Choir member Ronnie

If teaching in a secondary school, teach the tenor part. Pupils of all genders with lower voices can sing these

notes by KS3 age. Pupil vocal identity should be born in mind; gender segregation between parts should not

be enforced.
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Zadok The Priest

Learning sequence with links

Note: This lesson plan can be split over two lessons.

1. Open webpage: BBC Ten Pieces Zadok the Priest

2. Watch: Start with the video hosted by Laura Mvulu

3. Read: the text under the video

4. Give out copies of the score to all pupils

5. Watch the full orchestral performance

6. Divide the class into its soprano and alto halves (or SAT if KS3)

7. Watch Mrs and Ms Venn’s song learning videos and sing along!

8. Sing along with the rehearsal track

In subsequent weeks, assess pupil confidence and replay videos as appropriate.

If you are keen, there are other resources to explore for this piece on the BBC website.

*Note - it’s pronounced Zeh-dock. Like ‘hey, doc!’
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The Baton Theme: Connection

Written by Gouri Choudhury and Raph Clarkson for Newham Schools, YES! and the Orchestra of the Age of

Enlightenment

Read:

This is a gentle song with a simple message that goes to the heart of what our show is all about.

Activity:

Start by listening, breathing slowly and deeply. Then try humming the tune on an ‘Mmm’, then on an ‘Nnnn’,

then on a very light ‘Aahh’ before singing with the words. These steps, taken in order, will help you make a

more resonant sound and increase your airflow.

Read:

Resonance: the quality of vibration that makes the sound. Singing with good resonance means that you are

relaxed and letting the sound vibrate freely through the vocal cords in your throat, your chest, mouth and

cheeks.

Airflow: We are aerophones. That means our sound is powered by the vibration of air. Breathing deeply and

slowly gives a reliable, strong flow of air across your vocal cords. That determines the quality of your sound.

Activity:

Sing the song again, thinking about breathing deeply and in a relaxed manner. (See if your resonance

improves by doing this each week.)
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Grand Finale: Hits of 2012

Well done on making it to the finale! This is the big finish. Pupils should remain in their two groups. There is

an optional third division in the final few bars.

For the final ‘I am titanium!’, remind students to use their deep breathing techniques that they learnt for

the other songs with high notes.

This song gives plenty of opportunities for group listening, appraisal and improvement.
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Bonus Feature: We Don’t Talk About Bruno ‘World Record’

Aim: To show your pupils they can already sing, appraise and improve as a group.

What better way to get started with your class than with a song they already know well? As pupils are so

familiar with this song, they can begin to critically appraise and improve upon their ensemble performance,

which is an essential skill for their development. I.e. They can compare their performance to the original

and learn to improve musically with the support of specific questions:

Example of appraising discussion:

Teacher: Could we hear all the words? What do we do to improve this?

Example answers: Practise that bit again, listen carefully to the track and one another, focus, tap

the pulse.

Improving your class performance of this will prepare you and your students to work confidently in less

familiar pieces. The learning instructions are on the class slides - we encourage the class to take ownership

of this.
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What will happen on performance day

The Festival of Youth is Newham Music’s annual celebration of the young musicians in our borough. In the

past, this has been hosted at iconic East London venues like Troxy and Stratford East.

After two years of online and hybrid Festivals, we are thrilled to be putting on our largest Festival of Youth

to date, bringing 2,000 young people together in a world-class Newham venue: the Velodrome in Queen

Elizabeth Olympic Park.

On July 6th, you will arrive with your pupils and be shown to your seats. Try to arrive already separated by

voice part so that you can find your seats easily. You will need to ensure that all accompanying adults

responsible for your children are spread out and seated accordingly amongst them.

The workshop and performance aspect of the day will be fully interactive for your pupils who will be singing

at times throughout the afternoon. There will also be times they will act as the audience for other

performances. Other performers will include:

● The YES! Orchestra - over 200 young instrumentalists from Newham schools playing together

● The Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment

● Studio Sessions digital musicians

● Other special guests

You will receive more information including timelines and activity breakdowns as details are confirmed in

the coming weeks and months.

If you have any questions, accessibility requirements, or concerns about the performance day, please get in

touch with Nicola.Williams@newham-music.org.uk.
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